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ABSTRACT

Photon and particle radiations (gamma rays,
X-rays, brenisstrahlung, electrons and other
criarged particles, neutrons) from radioactive
isotopes, X-ray tubes, and accelerators ara now
widely used in gauging, production control, and
other monitoring und metrology devices where
avoidance of mechanical contact is desirable.
The general principles of radiation gauges,
which rely on detection of radiation transmitted
by the sample, or on detection of scattered or
other secondary radiations produced in the
9ample, are discussed. Examples of such devices
currently used in industrial, agricultural, and
medical situations are presented, and some
anticipated developments are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

Radiation metrolcfgy or gauging is a power-
fu l and generally non-invasive, non-destructive
tool used in a var iety of i n d u s t r i a l , agr icu l -
t u r a l , and medical human enterpr ises. Not only
the indust r ia l ized nations, but also many less-
developed countries have found this "high tech"
(radiat ion physics) methodology to be readi ly
adaptable to regional needs fol lowing various
indigenous or ig inal developments.

The radiations usually employed are photons
(X-rays and gamma rays), electron beams (beta
rays) , neutrons, and, more ra re ly , alpha and
other heavy charged par t i c les . Types of gauges
include transmission gauges, albedo (back-
scatter) gauges, X-ray fluorescence gauges, and
other devices employing a variety of rad ia t ion ,
atomic, and nuclear physics p r inc ip les ,
sometimes rather exotic such as the Massbauer
e f fec t . Gauges and control devices have
recently been reviewed by Palmer,1 BCfck,2 and
by Hubbell3 and are fur ther discussed in th i s
repor t , along with some speculations on
anticipated further developments.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION GAUGING

Radiation gauges necessarily involve a
radiat ion source, surrounded hy appropriate
shielding to minimize any health hazard, plus
usually a ro l l imator to confine the radiation to
a narrow beam as i t impinges on the nateria1

sample. The other fssent ial v1 pn^nt of t"p
gauge is a radiation detector, usually energy-
se lec t ive , and also collimated and snielded, and
associated electronics. General approaches to
the desiyn, opt imizat ion, and ca l ibrat ion of
both s ta t ic (sample properties remain constant
during measurement period) and dynamic (sample
properties change during measurement) radiat ion
gauges have been given by Notea and Segalk '5 and
by Kasi .6

In transmission (attenuation) gauges, as
recently discussed by Bernhardt7 and Oyedele8 '9

in the context of sheet-material production
thickness cont ro l , the detector is located so as
to d i rec t l y "see" the coll imated beam of
radiat ion with in tens i ty I o from the source.
The sample is then interposed in the beam with
surfaces normal to the beam d i rec t ion ,
resul t ing in attenuation of the detector signal
to an in tens i ty I , for photons exponentially
related to the sample thickness t ( in mass per
unit area) according to

.- = e-(u/ir)t
o :n

where y/p (in area per unit mass) is the mass
attenuation coefficient for the sample material,
Hence, for example, the mass per unit area
thickness t of a sample can be determined as

t = (in yn)/(y/p) (2)

from measurements of photon (X-ray or gamma ray)
in tens i t ies I o (no sample in beam) and I (sample
in beam) and a knowledge of photon y/p data from
published tab les . 1 0
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Scatter gauges for Density and thickness
measurements &r<; also widely user1, usually
"elyiM-j 'H: proton C"'"Mpton scatter! r>$, trie •?:ier<:y-
snyle rei a'.:orship Vor th is proces?, and the
dependence of m i s process on electron density in
the sample, as discussed by Pandey11 and by Gayer
et al .'•'• Although the detector, which may be
»ither on the :>?r.e (V~ far "ido o* the ';anplp fron
the ~.'i:!', .rition source, is usui'1 I;.1 r i l i i ^ s t s ! to
re?.*:".et : " ' j •:".••_r•"'•i" v iew, i n S^H.- i n c ^ u j r i ni;
dev, res f 'e i inpr r'ne source nor tlt;e .let." _f.'.T i s
cnl i i-~ate-i. W'vr t".t de tec to r ar/' sourc? are on
t'v; i'T".p -;i ic cv the sample, tho novice "• s ^.ow:i
A'.> .<:< a'.'"••„'I'io cr- ii^ck-r.;!':t-' r t,'<u>jc. r io1it:ov
et a l . 1 - have v ^ r r i h e - ! a shc^et-col I v a n on
j j r i i ' ia-rav j l be ' i o yauqe f o r mu ; t ; i ! ?.yt>r s t r u c t u r e s ,
?."d MohaiTiin.-«ilil" descr ibes both g-w A ^i.'i
cisctror.-albedo gauges for gless container wall
thickness.

A'lt'i'-iyh \-ray fluorescence [72?) "is norc
vncely used for chemical analysis than for
ija.Kjincj. Xr'F is sometimes used as a type of

hiess t.lv: n
films ai;3 coatings as discussed, e .g . , by
.T.r.rieyusrii ot al."1- ' Analogous to NRF bi>t invo'i-
ving atomic nuclei instead of atonic electron
shalls is the use of neutrons and the resultant;
gama rays from ine last ic scat ter ing, radiat ive
capture, and other nuclear in teract ions, for
materials monitoring, as discussed by Pekarsk i . l b

Included in the variety of other radiation
gauging and monitoring devices is detection of
positron annih i la t ion radiat ion for determination
of nean radius and concentration of micropores in
porous materials such as ceramics and powdered
alloys as discussed in Semenov.17

RADIATION GAUGING IN ThE IN-PLANT,
TRANSPÜRTATION, AND MINCRAL INDUSTRIES

In in-plant indust r ies , an accurate
knowledge of the level or material inside closed
tanks is frequently required. A variety of
radiometric level gauges are in use, including
gamma transmission gauges ( e . g . , Apelblat1 8 and
Ämberger and Heiar1"9), gamma albedo gauges ( e . g . ,
Ochiana et a l . 2 0 ) , and neutron albedo level
gauges wnich &r* par t i cu la r l y wel l -sui ted to
hydrogenous substances (Mathew et a l . 2 1 ) . When
the material in the tank is radioact ive, the
level gauge consists of the detector only
(Dickstein and Notea22), since the sample is also
the radiat ion source.

Technique:, for radiometric bulk density
measurements of powdered process materials are
reviewed by Thyn and Pokorny,23 and for density
d i s t r i bu t i on measurements in dynamic high-
temperature systems by Kondic.and Lassahn.21*

Gamma-ray transmission measurements can be used
in tubing-wall thickness monitoring (e.g.,
Frevert2^'25), ana gamma albedo tubing coating
thickness measurements are described by Kapranov
et a l . 2 7 For two-phase flow within pipes,
Oyedele28 has studied the effect of void d i s t r i -
butions on void determination using a gamma
transmission gauge. Both gammas and betas are
routinely used in monitoring continuous produc-
tion o? sheet and strip material in the metals,
fabrics snd paper manufacturing industries, and
the non-contact feature of radiation gauging is
partici/i ür "* v advantageous in the case of hot
roll ing ana farming of steel.

In the transport industries the density of
highway concrete is related to its durabil i ty,
and a two-channel gänma albedo density gauge is
described by Groshev and Zabrodski29 in which
one detector views the highway surface where the
•"p-nr r>?-.n enters, and thp other detector views
a scattering volume below the surface. Another
qamma albedo gauge, for assessing the density of
conevte in both fresh and hardened states,
consists of ar, uncollimated source and detector
arrangement (Adi l3 0) . For measuring the density
of the asphalt layer ( l i f t ) laid down on a
repaved highway, a special gamma albedo gauge
was developed by Dunn and Hutchinson.31 A
rather interesting example of radioinetric
gauging in the transport industries is gamma-ray
albedo examination of railway ties (sleepers)
for termite damage (Fookes et a l . 3 2 ) .

At the last Pacific Basin Nuclear
Conference (PBNC-5, Seoul 1985), Watt33 provided
an excellent review of applications of radiation
metrology in the mineral industries. Additional
developments include lithology logging (Bertozzi
et a l . 3 ! | ) , an \-r&y albedo gauge for determining
ash in coal and coke, with correction for
moisture content (Pandey and Prasad35), and a
combination \-ray transmission and albedo gauge
"SIRO" (Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization) for nonitoriny solids weight
fraction and ash content of coal slurries of
variable voidage (Gravitis et a l . 3 6 ) .
Combination gamma- albedo and neutron-activation
gauges have been developed by Holmes et a l . 3 7 ' 3 8

for on-stream (on conveyor belts) and bulk (in
bins) analysis of iron ores to determine shale
content and other information needed for ore
grading. Holmes et a l . 3 9 also describe a gauge
for determining the iron content in iron ores,
in which the ore is irradiated by photons from
226Ra, and the 0.511 MeV photons resulting from
electron-positron pair production and
annihilation are counted, based on principles
developed by Sowerby and collaborators40'141 fan-
measuring ash content in coal.
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RADIATION GAUGING IN THE AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST
INDUSTRIES

Radiometrie gauging is used in a l l stages
of the agr icul tural process, fron snewack
p ro f i l e radioisotopic measurements ( e . g . , Smtn
et al.1*2) to radiometric monitoring and control
of product packaging such as cottonwool bales
fo r the bandage industry (Tabor et a l . u 3 ) .
Fishman et al.1*1* describe a soil noistura yarr,na-
ray transmission gauge for use as a control unit
fo r automatic i r r i ga t i on in a f i e l d , also as a
scanner for developing regional i r r i g a t i o n
plans. Ertek and Hasel berger1*5 have developed a
gamma mul t ip le-scat ter ing gauge for- determining
both density and water content in s o i l . Neutron
soi l moisture gauges are described by Wilson1*6

including a parametric study using transport
theory, and by Kasi "*7 including ;,n analysis of
the size of the region sampled by the device.
Schatzler and .Kenn1*8 have developed .1 gamma
transmission and scanning device to measure and
monitor the biomass in a f i e l d of growing
plants , such as cereal grains, and Kahn*9 also
describes a gamma transmission device for
monitoring the growth of individual agr icul tural
products such as cabbage heads.

In the forest indust r ies , wood densitometry
and dendrochronology of tree cores is now done
rout inely using scanning gamma transmission
gauges, employing beam col l i mat ion widths as
small as 0.1 mm to allow study of shapes as well
as spacing of individual annual growth rings
( e . g . , Cown and Clement50). A somewhat d i f f e r -
ent technique i s described by Kouris et a l . 5 1 in
which a f i l m is placed in contact with a th in
s l ice of wood, and a radiograph of ring patterns
is ob ained using \ - rays emitted from a source
on tr . : other side. The optical f i lm density
var ia t ions, according to Kouris et a l . 5 1 , can be
related to chemical composition var ia t ions, as
well as simple density var ia t ions .

In woodworking factory s i tuat ions the wood
byproducts and the i r physical character ist ics
are frequently of importance. For example, for
measuring the moisture and density of bulk
quant i t ies of spruce chips, Korell et a l . 5 2 have
investigated gamma transmission gauges, and also
gamma albedo gauges in the form of immersion
probes, s imi lar in geometry to the well- logging
probes used in mineral explorat ion, inserted
into barrels of chips.

RADIATION GAUGING IN MEDICINE AND MEDICAL
INDUSTRIES

Concern over osteoporosis has resulted in
the development of a var iety of radiometric
gauges for non-invasive measurement of bone
mineral . Peppier and Mazess53 and Mazess
et a l . 5 < t have developed a dual energy photon
transmission method for measuring the to la ! oody
bone mineral content as well as the to ta l lean

body ma'-. Smith et a l . 5 5 have compared the
3cci;ra;y of photon absorptiometry for t rans-
mission) for local bane mineral measurements
with that for neutron act iva t ion, and conclude
•Ji.-.i. neutron act ivat ion of fers somewhat better
precis ion.

Photon scattering bone density gauges have
been used in studies of osteoporosis and
treatment effectiveness by Roberts et a"'.55

Assessments of dual energy Compton scatter
dens itomerers, including the ef fects of mult ip le
scatter ing in both the object of interest and
the overlying mater ia l , have been maci? by
iiuddleston et a l . 5 7 > i > 8 Bone densitometers using
the ra t io of coherent to Compton scattering have
been described by Stalp and Mazess50 sir! bv
Shukla et al .6°

Among the more exotic medical rari ioisotopic
metrologies is a widely-used technique v.r
studying the vibrations in the inner esr in
which to the basi la r membrane is attached a
small radioactive source whose ei-iission energies
fire Dopuler-shifted to a l te r the i r transmissions
through a fixed Massbauer absorber (K'.liauga
and Kfianna61!.

In the medical pharmaceutical industry, a
gamma attenuation technique is used for
monitoring the packing uniformity of powders for
compressed tablets and for f i l l i n g capsules
(Woodhead and Newton,62 Char.lton and Newton63).

FUTURE PROSPECTS

Many of the above examples of radiometric
gauging techniques have been developed and/or
exploited in developing countr ies. This trend
w i l l probably continue, with accompanying
international health-safeguard studies and local
leg is la t ion to minimize the r isks inherent in
radiat ion usage while optimizing the technical
and economic benef i ts . In a l l countr ies,
sophisticated microcomputer analysis w i l l
extract additional useful information from the
output of such complex devices as borehole
loggers with both gamma and neutron sources and
albedo spectrometer-detectors, also making more
complete use of secondary signals as projected
by McMaster6*1 for a l l non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) devices. DUR also to increasing computer
capabi l i t ies and a v a i l a b i l i t y , computed
tomography (CT1) w i l l f ind m r̂e use zerr*^, the
board in i ndus t r i a l , ag r i cu l t u ra l , and medical
s i tuat ions, providing structural image
information as well as densi ty, thickness, and
other parameters given by present radiation
transmission and scatter gauges (Gi lboy,6 5

Reimers et a l . , 0 6 and Vetter et a l . 6 7 ) .
However, process control in steel ro l l i ng and
other hot fabr icat ions, also in the paper and
fabric Indus t r i e : , w i l l l i k e l y continue to be
dominated by present radiometric techniques into
and through the 1990's. In general, as pointed
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out by Char l ton,6 8 radiat ion metrology w i l l
continue to gain favor with instrument engineers
who are f inding that nucleonic instruments, for
a variety of special measurement problems,
possess advantages offered by no other type of
Instrumentation.
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